
 
SERVICES –  HOME OF THE TRIAL RESOURCE MODEL* (FIRST 2 DAYS IS ON US)
  

What We Are:                             Who We Are:                                                          How We Are: 

    Accessible,                                   IT Data and Security Specialists Who Empower,                          Focused on Fulfilling IT Risk Management, 

    Usable, and                                 Resources Who Engage, and                                           Ensuring Compliance Assurance, and   

    Valuable.                                     Talent Who Manages.                         Delivering Data Management and Security 
                        Solutions. 

 

 

CIA Triad 
(Confidentiality 

Integrity 
Availability) 
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*Disclaimer:  Subject to a signed agreement or contract for a minimum of one person 
providing 3-months  or more of FTE resource utilization to your organization or agency.  
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Your World of Risk Matters 

Your Compliance Assurance Statement in a Climate of Change  

“The brain is a wonderful organ. It starts working the moment you get up in the 
morning and does not stop until you get into the office.”  – Robert Frost 

 

 

 

 

Building Information Security into Effective Data Management 

We provide accessible resources that 
empower your team when focusing on your 
IT risk management needs to quickly identify 
risk, keep pace with change, and enhance 
your communications.   

Our accessible and usable resources empower  
your management team to ensure that  
stakeholders, governing boards, or agency  
oversight committees have an informed view 
of risk to your organization or mission in real 
time. 

Organizations or agencies cannot spend resources 
endlessly performing assessment after assessment  
in the hope of providing near real-time visibility to  
risk. 

We provide answers to leveraging change  
management and information assurance  
monitoring tools and methods. Our value is  
demonstrated by empowering your organization 
when determining the criticality of controls and 
establishing your frequency of assessment.   

We provide insights into the processes that your organization or agency  
uses to perform measurements and manage an information assurance  
metric program.  (Information assurance measurement  empowers your  
management when making more objective decisions regarding  
information assurance and effectively identifying noncompliance.) 

Our specialists help you to create an effective compliance assurance 
statement by basing it upon quantifiable information assurance 
measures taken from your information assurance objectives and 
policy. 

As we build your measurements together – we provide information metrics  
to benefit your organization or agency with effective ways of gauging  
operational efficacy of your existing information assurance controls. With  
this information, your organization or agency may make improved financial  
decisions about investments in additional information assurance protection 
or termination of non-productive controls.   

JennisonFYI resources provide data management expertise going beyond 
development and execution of architectures, policies, practices and 
procedures. Our team provides flexible information security support for 
your data throughout the Security Development Lifecycle, System 
Development Life Cycle, and Database Development Lifecycle activities. 

We go beyond crowdsourcing and encryption containment by offering 
different ways of utilizing people, process, and technology to overcome     

database, data mart, business intelligence, and data 
warehouse development needs while building security into 
your enterprise solutions.  Our just in time expertise 
provides a best first approach to solving your total 
information security needs while building supportable data 
management into your enterprise development effort. 

In addition, we provide the expertise to engage your information 
management needs and security issues as they emerge. When security 
issues arise – we empower your incident handlers with tactical and strategic 
practices for effectively handling and resolving incidents. In this way, we 
deliver a data management and security road map comprised of all phases 
with intersecting  security end points for your enterprise data and security 
management solutions. 
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SERVICE TRIAGE:  A BEST FIRST PRIORITY APPROACH TO SERVICE DELIV ERY 

Managing Skill 
Inventories 

Engaging 
Opportunities 

Empowering 
Experiences 

Manage 

Engage 

Empower - Client Data and Security Management Immersion 
- Data and Security Deployment Planning and Guideline Services 
- Executive Data and Security Management Briefings 

- Proof of Data and Security Management Concepts 

- Complete Data and Security Management Project Deliveries 

- Team Specialist and Staff Augmentation 

- Managed IT Data and Security Management Services 

- Technical Data and Security Designing and Developing 

- Data and Security Project Management 

- Data and Security Skill Transference by Mentoring 

- Creating and Supporting Effective Client Data 

- Data and Security Governance Lifecycle Planning 

- Data and Security Stewardship Lifecycle Planning 

- Data and Security Management Solutions 

Enterprises of all sizes are under increasing competitive pressure to leverage and integrate data, information, and communication technology infrastructure to 
achieve their vision. 
 
Your planned implementation of secure information technology has a significant positive impact on the socioeconomic development of your organization. 
Information Technology, as a clear winner, revolutionizes businesses and strengthens governments. As IT is changing your enterprise – we engage with your 
organization to help manage your data, provide IT security expertise when needed, manage compliance assurance, and add value when managing risk with data. 
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- Cybersecurity Consulting 

. . . Management and Security Experiences 


